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 Version Top 4: SMPlayer Top 5: Midnight Commander Top 6: WinAmp The impact of health care reform on Hispanic
patients. The impact of the new health care reform laws will affect how well the delivery of health care is provided for all

patients, including Hispanics. Historically, disparities in access to health care exist for people of color. In recent years, there has
been a growing effort to combat these disparities. Much of this effort has been in the area of health insurance coverage.

However, most of the Hispanic population is uninsured or underinsured. Thus, there is a need to explore the impact of health
care reform on this population.Q: Google app engine to remote API I have a django application deployed on GAE. There is a

backend API hosted on GAE. My application makes use of this API. I use a requests library to make requests. I'm using
httpclient 4.0. My problem is that I've been having a lot of trouble making it work. For instance, I have a model like this: class

Book(db.Model): title = db.StringProperty() author = db.StringProperty() created = db.DateProperty() published =
db.DateProperty() publisher = db.StringProperty() isbn = db.StringProperty() edition = db.StringProperty() Where I add books,
they are added to a datastore. For the time being I'm not doing any sort of sync operation to a db. There is another application, a
backend API, which does the sync. It's also hosted on GAE. So when I'm making my request, I'm sending the id of the book to

the API. I made a simple function to make a request to the remote API: def get_info(book_id): from api import create_api
create_api(book_id) The result is a dictionary like this: { "product_id": "be4c94f3e545fb0d0c732f3e9d94b5a4", "title": "The

Book", "author": "William Sheehan", "created": " 82157476af
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